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Abstract 
 

Increasing use of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) superscalar processors in industrial, 
embedded, and real-time systems necessitates the development of error detection mechanisms 
for such systems. This paper presents an error detection scheme called Committed 
Instructions Counting (CIC) to increase error detection in COTS superscalar processors. The 
scheme is analytically evaluated based on probabilistic models of control flow errors (CFEs). 
The results show that the minimum error detection coverage varies between to 92.16% and 
96.29%, for different workloads.  

 
Keywords: COTS Processors, Fault Injection, Error Detection Coverage, Performance 

Monitoring, Analytical Evaluation. 

1. Introduction 
 

Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) superscalar processors such as Intel Pentium family 
[1], [2], PowerPC and DEC's Alpha [3] are widely used in industrial [4], embedded [5], [6] 
and real-time applications [6], [7]. The most notable reasons, which encourage the engineers 
to use COTS processors in these applications, are time-to-market [4], development cost, and 
maintainability [7] of the systems. In such applications, system failures may endanger human 
life or may cause loss of valuable information [4]; here reliability [5], safety, security [4], and 
availability [5], [8] are of important concerns. 

The combination of internal error detection mechanisms available in the COTS 
superscalar processors, has limited error detection coverage and poor error containment 
provisions [7], [9], [10]. Therefore, error detection enhancement in COTS superscalar 
processors necessitates using of additional error detection techniques. Many of the previous 
cost-effective approaches were based on the use of an external watchdog processor (WDP) to 
monitor processor and memory access behavior [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]. 
However, these techniques cannot be applied to COTS processors with on-chip caches and 
pipeline features. 
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This paper analytically evaluates a new error detection scheme called Committed 
Instructions Counting (CIC) [18], which includes five different error detection mechanisms for 
processors with on-chip caches and pipeline features. The scheme uses the Performance 
Monitoring features of COTS superscalar processors and a simple WDP to detect different 
types of control flow errors (CFEs).  
 Next section discusses Performance Monitoring features. Section 3 presents the design of 
the CIC scheme. The analytical model and formulas are described in the section 5. In section 
6, a case study and the results are presented and finally, section 7 concludes the paper 
discussion. 

2. Performance Monitoring features 
 

Many of current superscalar processors such as AMD x86-64 [19], Alpha [20], Pentium 
[10], MIPS R10000 [21], PowerPC 604 [22], include features, called Performance Monitoring 
features, to measure and monitor various parameters related to the performance of the 
processors. The Performance Monitoring features use special internal counters, which can be 
initialized to count the occurrences of several events in the processors. Examples of such 
events are cache hits, instructions committed and branches taken. Some processors have also 
special pins [10], called event-ticking pins, which can signal out the occurrences of internal 
events of the processors. 

3. The CIC scheme 
 

In this section, we present the CIC scheme. To facilitate the discussion, we give the 
following definitions: 
Definition 1: A Branch Free Block (BFB) is a sequence of non-branching instructions [15].  
Definition 2: A Partition Block (PB) is instructions between two physically consequent BFBs. 
Definition 3: A program crash occurs when either the execution illegally continues outside the 
program or the processor generates an exception as the result of a CFE (e.g. invalid opcode 
and page fault). 

The CIC scheme assumes that the program is partitioned into BFBs and PBs. In this 
model, we distinguish between seven types of CFEs , as are shown in Figure 1 [15].  

 

Type 1: from a BFB to other BFB 
Type 2: from a PB to itself or another PB 
Type 3: from a BFB to itself 
Type 4: from a PB to a BFB 
Type 5: from a BFB to a PB 
Type 6: from a BFB to outside program area 
Type 7: from a PB to outside program area 

BFB

PB

PB

PB

BFB

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

 
Figure 1 - Program partitions and types of  CFEs 

 
When we use CFE in the discussion, we mean the occurrence of an illegal branch, which 

does not create any subsequent CFEs.  
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The CIC scheme combines five error detection mechanisms as will be explained in the 
next subsections. At the beginning of the program, the CIC scheme configures the 
Performance Monitoring counters to count the event of instructions committed. 
 
3.1. BFB Internal Instruction Counting (BIIC) 
 

This mechanism internally counts the exact number of instructions executed in a BFB. At the 
beginning of each BFB, an internal performance counter is set to zero and the pre-calculated number of 
instructions of the BFB embedded in the program is sent out to the WDP. During execution of the 
BFB, the content of the internal counter is increased by one for each instruction executed. At the end of 
the BFB, the content of the counter (run-time calculated) is also sent to the WDP. The WDP checks the 
two values (i.e., pre-calculated and run-time calculated) and signals the occurrence of an error if any 
discrepancy exists. The BIIC mechanism detects all CFEs of type 3 and most CFEs of type 1 if no 
program crash occurs.  
 
3.2. BFB External Instruction Counting (BEIC) 

 
In this mechanism, the number of instructions executed in a BFB is counted externally by 

the WDP using the processor event-ticking pins. For each BFB, the BEIC mechanism 
performs the following operations: 1) at the BFB entry point, the pre-calculated number of 
instructions appearing in the BFB is sent to the WDP, 2) the processor event-ticking pins 
operate as clock signals to increment a WDP-counter when an instruction is executed, and 3) 
the WDP signals the existence of an error if the number of instructions executed in run-time 
exceeds the number of the pre-calculated one. The mechanism detects all CFEs of type 6. 
CFEs of type 1, type 3 and type 5 can also be detected.  
 
3.3. PB External Instruction Counting (PEIC) 

 
The PEIC mechanism checks the maximum number of instructions that are allowed to be 

executed continually outside the BFBs. This mechanism operates as follows: 1) the maximum 
number of instructions allowed to be executed outside the BFBs is sent to the WDP 
immediately after exiting a BFB, 2) the processor event-ticking pins operate as clocks to 
increment a WDP-counter, 3) the WDP indicates the existence of an error if the number of 
instructions counted in run-time exceeds the maximum value. The PEIC mechanism detects all 
CFEs of type 7. CFEs of type 2 and type 4 can also be detected if the number of instructions 
executed within the PBs violates the maximum value. 
 
3.4. Index 
  

This mechanism assigns an arbitrary unique index to each BFB. The unique index of a 
BFB is sent to the WDP at the beginning and also at the end of that BFB, respectively. The 
WDP reports for an error if these two indices are different. The Index mechanism detects all 
CFEs of type 1 if no program crash occurs. 

 
3.5. Entry exit phase checking (Phase) 
  

This mechanism checks the correct order of entering and exiting the BFBs [15]. During 
error-free operation, an entry to a BFB should always be followed by an exit from that BFB. 
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Hence, a fault, which causes the execution to erroneously pass through two subsequent entry 
points or two subsequent exit points, can easily be detected. The Phase mechanism detects all 
CFEs of types 4 and 5 if no program crash occurs. 

4. Analytical evaluation 
 

The CIC scheme is experimentally evaluated in [18] using Software Implemented Fault 
Injection (SWIFI). The experimental evaluation uses Program Counter (PC) bit flips to 
generate CFEs [18]. In the experimental evaluation, three workload programs are used: a linked list 
(List), an inverse matrix (Matrix) and a quicksort (Qsort).  

This section gives an analytical evaluation of the coverage of the CIC scheme to verify 
the experimental results. The analysis is based on two important factors: the location at which 
faults are injected, i.e. within a BFB or within a PB, and the position of flipped bit in the PC. 
Figure 2 shows all possible illegal branches in result of changing the value of the PC register. 
The crash states represent illegal jumps that either hit invalid opcode or cause page fault 
exception. 

 

BEIC
BFBi

BIIC BEIC

BEIC
BFBj

INDEX BEIC, BIIC

BEIC
PB

PHASE BEIC

BFBi

PEIC
BFB

PHASE PEIC
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Crash
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Figure 2 – Probability Tree of CFEs 

 
For the sake of discussion, we give the following definitions: 
PBFB = The probability of fault injection during execution of BFBs 
PPB  = The probability of fault injection during execution of PBs 
PBFB and PPB may be computed as follows: 

Number _ of _ BFBs

K
K 1

BFB PB BFB

Execution time of BFB
P  =                                  P   1   P

Total execution time of the  program
= = −
∑

 

To calculate PPB, PBFB the execution time of all BFBs and PBs is needed. Since the 
number of executed instructions in each area (i.e. BFBs and PBs) can be simply computed, the 
execution time ratio may be estimated by executed instructions ratio. Therefore, we can say: 
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K K
K K

BFB

Execution time of BFB Executed  instructions  in  BFB
P  =     

Total execution time of the  program Total executed  instructions  in  the  program
≅

∑ ∑   

According to the CFE types, the target of illegal jump caused by CFE may be a BFB or a 
PB. The probabilities of different type CFEs may be shown as below: 
PBFBi→BFBi is the probability of an illegal branch from a BFB to itself. 
PBFBi→BFBj is the probability of an illegal branch from a BFB to another BFB. 
PBFBi→PB is the probability of an illegal branch from a BFB to a PB. 
PPB→BFB is the probability of an illegal branch from a PB to a BFB. 
PPB→PB  is the probability of an illegal branch from a PB to a PB (itself or another). 

As the Figure 2 shows, each CFE type can be detected by a mechanism with 100% 
coverage (except last one). The analytical approach will be discussed based on non-
overlapping error detection coverage of each mechanism; therefore, the analytically computed 
error detection coverage of each mechanism is the minimum coverage of that mechanism: 
BEICmin= PBFB× (PBFBi→BFBi PCrash_BFBi→BFBi+ PBFBi→BFBj PCrash_BFBi→BFBj + PBFBi→PBPCrash_BFBi→PB) 
BIICmin = PBFB× (PBFBi→BFBi (1-PCrash_BFBi→BFBi)) 
PEICmin = PPB × PPB→BFB × PCrash_PB→BFB + PPB × PPB→PB × PCrash_PB→PB 

According to the Figure 2, the analytical calculation of INDEX and PHASE mechanisms 
coverage will be exact error detection coverage instead of minimum error detection coverage. 
INDEX = PBFB × PBFBi→BFBj (1-PCrash_BFBi→BFBj) 
PHASE = PBFB × PBFBi→PB (1-PCrash_BFBi→PB) + PPB × PPB→BFB (1-PCrash_PB→BFB) 

The above probabilities depend on two important factors, the location of fault injection 
with respect to the beginning of target BFB or PB and the location of flipped bit in the PC. A 
bit flip changes either a 0 to 1 or a 1 to 0 and causes a branch to a position below or above the 
current PC location. The position of flipped bit in the PC determines how many bytes is the 
jump length. For each type of CFEs, two individual states are distinguished: Crash and Non-
crash. For example, if the jump source and target are BFBi, then with the probability of 
PCrash_BFBi→BFBi the program enters a crash state and with the probability of 1- PCrash_BFBi→BFBi 
the program will continue from the jump target point.  

The analytical coverage of each error detection mechanism in CIC can be calculated by 
adding all routes in Figure 2 ending in that mechanism (with coverage of 100%). To facilitate 
the discussion, some parameters, variables and functions are defined as follows: 
1) INSav is the average size of instructions in bytes.  
2) BFBav is the average number of instructions in each BFB in the program. 
3) SBFBav = INSav× BFBav is the average size of BFBs in bytes. 
4) PBav is the average number of instructions in each PB in the program.  
5) SPBav = INSav× PBav is the average size of PBs in bytes. 
6) y = INSav× K ( where K = 0,…, BFBav) is a random variable uniformly distributed, which 
shows the position of CFE occurrence in a BFB from the beginning of the BFB in bytes.  
7) w = INSav× L (where L = 0,…, PBav) is a random variable uniformly distributed, which 
shows the    position of CFE occurrence in a PB from the beginning of the PB in bytes.  
8) z  is jump direction (Bernoulli random variable, 1: up and 0: down) as the result of a CFE.  
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9) x  is position of flipped bit in the PC with uniform distribution. 
10) L(x)=2x skip length in bytes as the result of a CFE (bit flip in x position of the PC). 

As only the 8 least significant bits of the PC register are supposed to inject a bit flip fault 
[18], the maximum illegal jump length will be 128 bytes which is much smaller than the size 
of used workload programs. Therefore, we can assume that all illegal branches hit into the 
program area.  

Now we model the program as a set of consequences of BFBs with size of SBFBav and 
PBs with size of SPBav and CFEs model with bit flip on the PC (Figure 3).  

SBFBav

SPBav

SBFBav

SPBav

y

SBFBav

L(x)=2 x

z=1

{CFE
occurrence

L(x)=2 x

z=0

 

SBFBav

SPBav

SBFBav

SPBav

w

SBFBav

L(x)=2 x

z=1{CFE
occurrence

L(x)=2 x

z=0

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 3 – Model of Program Area 
 

Now we calculate PBFBi→BFBi in terms of x. This probability shows that source and target 
of illegal jumps are in the same BFB:  

BFBi BFBi i i i iP (x) P (BFB   BFB  z 1) P(z 1)  P (BFB   BFB  z 0) P(z 0)→ = → = = + → = =  

Above formula adds two conditional probabilities: upward jump (i.e. z=1) and downward 
jump (i.e. z=0). Probabilities of upward and downward jumps are equal (i.e.  P(z=1) = P(z=0) 
= 1/2). L(x) is jump length from y (fault occurrence position in the BFB). Therefore, if CFE 
occurs in a BFBi and if the jump is upward (i.e. z=1), then PC remains in BFBi if L(x) ≤ y. It 
can be written as: 

y)  P(L(x)  )1z BFB  (BFB P ii ≤==→         
Likewise, if CFE occurs in a BFBi and if the jump is downward (i.e. z=0), then PC 

remains in BFBi if jump length (i.e. L(x)) is less than or equal to BFB size (i.e. SBFBav) 
minus y. thus, It can be written as: 

i i av P (BFB   BFB  z 0)  P(L(x)  SBFB - y)→ = = ≤  

To sum up:     BFBi BFBi av
1 1P (x) P(L(x) y) P(L(x) SBFB y)
2 2→ = ≤ × + ≤ − ×  

For different values of x and y, the jump may or may not be in the BFBi range. To 
eliminate variable y, the above formula can be written as the conditional probability on 
stochastic variable y.  

av avBFB BFB

BFBi BFBi av av av av av
K=0 K=0

1 1P (x) P(L(x) y|y INS K) P(y INS K) P(L(x) SBFB y|y INS K) P(y INS K)
2 2→ = ≤ = × = + ≤ − = × =∑ ∑  

The parameter K represents the Kth instruction in the BFBi (K=0, …, BFBav). INSav×K 
is the distance from the beginning of BFBi in bytes.  If the CFE has occurred in the BFBi, the 
occurrence of a fault in each instruction in the BFBi will be uniform, hence: 
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av
av

av BFB ..., 0,K                               
BFB

1  K)INSP(y ===  

av avBFB BFB

BFBi BFBi av av av
K=0 K=0av

1 1P (x) P(L(x) INS K) P(L(x) SBFB INS K)
2 BFB→

 
= ≤ + ≤ − 

 
∑ ∑  

In the same manner, it is possible to calculate other probabilities in Figure 2; the only 
difference is that, for example, jump from a BFB to PB is not restricted to adjacent PBs.  

BFBi BFBj av av av av av av
K mav

av av av av av av av av
K n

1 1P (x) [ P(INS K m SPB (m 1) SBFB L(x) INS K m SPB m SBFB )
2 BFB

P(SBFB INS K n SPB (n 1) SBFB L(x) SBFB INS K n SPB n SBFB )]

→ = + + − < ≤ + +

+ − + + − < ≤ − + +

∑∑

∑∑
 

m = 1, …, number of BFBs above the fault injection point (i.e. y  or w) in the L(x) domain. 
n  = 1, …, number of BFBs below the fault injection point (i.e. y  or w) in the L(x) domain. 

BFBi PB av av av av av av
K rav

av av av av av av av av
K t

1 1P (x) [ P(INS K (r-1) SPB (r 1) SBFB L(x) INS K r SPB (r-1) SBFB )
2 BFB

P(SBFB INS K (t-1) SPB (t 1) SBFB L(x) SBFB INS K tSPB (t-1) SBFB )]

→ = + + − < ≤ + +

+ − + + − < ≤ − + +

∑∑

∑∑
 

r  = 1, …, number of PBs above the fault injection point (i.e. y  or w) in the L(x) domain. 
t  = 1, …, number of  PBs below the fault injection point (i.e. y  or w) in the L(x) domain. 

PB BFB av av av av av av
L mav

av av av av av av av av
L n

1 1P (x) [ P(INS L (m-1) SPB (m 1) SBFB L(x) INS L (m-1) SPB m SBFB )
2 PB

P(SPB INS L (n-1) SPB (n 1) SBFB L(x) SPB INS L (n-1) SPB n SBFB )]

→ = + + − < ≤ + +

+ − + + − < ≤ − + +

∑∑

∑∑
 

PB PB av av av av av av av
L L rav

av av
L

av av av av av av av av
L t

1 1P (x) [ P(L(x) INS L) P(INS L r SBFB (r 1) SPB L(x) INS L r SBFB r SPB )
2 PB

P(L(x) SPB INS L)

P(SPB INS L t SBFB (t 1) SPB L(x) SPB INS L t SBFB t SPB )]

→ = ≤ + + + − < ≤ + +

+ ≤ −

+ − + + − < ≤ − + +

∑ ∑∑

∑

∑∑

 

The probability of different types of CFEs can be calculated by making a conditional 
probability on stochastic variable x (i.e. position of flipped bit in the PC). 

B F B i B F B i
t

B F B i B F B j
t

B F B P B
t

P B B F B
t

P B P B
t

P P (B F B i B F B i|x t)  P (x t)

P P (B F B i B F B j|x t)  P (x t)

P    P (B F B P B      |x t)  P (x t)

P    P (P B B F B      |x t)  P (x t)

P     P (P B P B        |x t)  P (x t)

→

→

→

→

→

= → = =

= → = =

= → = =

= → = =

= → = =

∑

∑

∑

∑

∑

 

Table 1 shows the above calculated probabilities for different workload programs used in 
[18], namely Qsort, Matrix and List. To calculate analytical error detection coverage of each 
mechanism for different workload programs according to Figure 2, we need to calculate crash 
probability for each CFE type. The probability is extracted from experimental information, 
which was evaluated in [18]. Table 2 shows the crash probability of each CFE type.  
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Table 1 – CFE Probabilities 

Probability QSort Matrix List 
BFBiBFBiP →

 0.53 0.75 0.87 
BFBjBFBiP →

 0.27 0.16 0.10 
PBBFBiP →

 0.2 0.09 0.03 
BFBPBP →

 0.39 0.33 0.51 
PBPBP →

 0.61 0.67 0.49 
 

Table 2 – CFE Crash Probabilities 
Probability QSort Matrix List 

BFBiCrash_BFBiP →
 0.50 0.66 0.61 

BFBjCrash_BFBiP →
 0.59 0.65 0.79 

PBCrash_BFBiP →
 0.57 0.71 0.67 

BFBCrash_PBP →
 0.57 0.72 0.66 

PBCrash_PBP →
 0.52 0.64 0.60 

 
The analytical minimum error detection coverage of the CIC mechanisms is presented in 

Table 3. 
Table 3 – Analytical Coverage 

Workload BIICmin  BEICmin PEICmin INDEX PHASE Totalmin 

Qsort 19.16 % 39.49 % 14.37 % 8.34 % 10.80 % 92.16 % 
Matrix 21.40 % 56.250 % 10.27 % 4.84 % 3.53 % 96.29 % 

List 26.42 % 48.80 % 14.15 % 1.62 % 4.64 % 95.63% 
 

Finally, Table 4 shows the overall experimental coverage (95.36% [18]) and overall 
analytical coverage of the CIC scheme. The Table 4 shows a difference of  0.67% between 
experimental and analytical results. Therefore, experimental result is verified by analytical 
evaluation of the CIC scheme. 

 
Table 4 – Experimental and Analytical Coverage  

Experimental  Analytical  
95.36% 94.69% 

6. Summary and conclusions 
 

COTS superscalar processors are widely used in industrial, embedded, and real-time 
applications. The contemporary COTS processors have very limited error detection coverage. 
This paper presents and analytically evaluates a scheme called Committed Instructions 
Counting (CIC) which was experimentally evaluated in [18], to enhance error detection 
coverage in COTS superscalar processors. The main idea of the scheme is based on the 
committed instructions counting and control flow checking, where five different error 
detection mechanisms are participated. The analytical error detection coverage of the CIC 
scheme is 94.69% which shows a difference of  0.67% with experimental result (95.36% [18]). 
Therefore, experimental result is verified by analytical evaluation of the CIC scheme.  
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